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Reviewer's report:

This is an interesting manuscript that presents an analysis of the uncertainty in predicting the individual CVD risks due to the different modelling strategies. The manuscript has provided sufficient statistical evidence that could heighten the reader's awareness of uncertainty in the prediction of individual risk scores, which is important in clinical decision making. Although the methodology in general is good, I have the following concerns:

1. In the Validation of the models section, the authors used so-called split-sample (or training/test) approach to generate calibration plot (Figure 1), which is appropriate because it gives an unbiased evaluation of the performance. However it is not clear whether all the performance metrics in Table 3 were calculated using split-sample. If so this should be indicated in that section. If the performance metrics were calculated using so called "apparent validation" (also known as "resubstitute validation"), then the estimates in the table are all biased and I would suggest re-do the table using split-sample approach.

2. Tables 4 and 5 were calculated based on the predicted risk scores of the samples that are actually used to fit the models. But what we are more interested in is the uncertainty when the models are used to predict the risk scores of new samples. Should be there a difference in the extent of uncertainty between predicting the risk score of a sample that was used in fitting the model and predicting that of a new sample? Since the sample size is huge in this investigation, it makes more sense to use split-sample (training/test set) approach, again. That is, to use the training set to fit the models and then use the models to predict the risk scores for only individuals in the test set. Perform the uncertainty analysis using the predicted scores of only the samples of the test set.

3. The manuscript is exploring the uncertainty around the risk score beyond the confidence interval. But I think the author would agree that the uncertainty shown in Tables 4 and 5 can be partly explained by the "confidence interval" of model prediction. But to what extent do the confidence intervals contribute the total uncertainty? I would suggest to provide a 95% confidence interval for the predicated risk score of Model A for each of the risk groups of width 1% in Table 4 if it is possible?
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